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SOOTHING SWISS WATERS
Don’t let its industrious and efficient reputation fool you. Relaxing in this country
is a serious business indeed. By Jeninne Lee-St. John and Diana Hubbell

C O U R T E S Y O F L+ P S P A

L+P spa terrace.

With bubbling natural
springs, pristine mountain
air and the prettiest
surroundings you ever did
see, Switzerland is the
perfect place for a healing
retreat. There’s no need to
head for the countryside to
find that sense of serenity.
These three urban spas offer
a little soothing something
for everyone.
Thermalbad & Spa, Zurich

Bear with us. We are about to
suggest you take the water
cure at an Irish-Roman bath

in Switzerland. We know it
sounds country-hopping
complicated, but spa tourism
is an old tradition, with
healers passing techniques
among themselves across
borders. Back in the middle
of the 19th century, Dr.
Richard Barter of County
Cork became enamored of
the water cure and built a
bathhouse near Blarney,
which tweaked the dry-air
model of ancient Rome to
incorporate flues pumping
heated air under the floors
and within the walls.

Combine Dr. Barter’s
patented space with the
multi-stage process of
warming the body, soaping it
down, applying massage and
then cooling, and you get the
Irish-Roman bath. Plop it all
into a renovated brewery in
the middle of Zurich, and
you get a stunning, newworld-meets-old haven.
Thermalbad & Spa takes
you from the aged depths of
the b2 boutique hotel to its
modern heights. The
vaulted-ceilinged grottoes
with three giant connected

bathing barrels filled with
water from the city’s
subterranean Aqui Spring
evoke the space’s original
use: it was where Hurlimann
filled their barrels with beer
as far back as 150 years ago.
Down in these depths is
where you also may indulge
in your 10-step Irish-Roman
rinse-down. But be sure to
complete the circuit in the
afternoon, because you’ll
want to be up in the rooftop
pool by dusk. Alternating
among the various jets and
sprays in a bubbling ➔
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cauldron of ahhhh as the
sun sets over the parklands
and the roofs of Zurich is the
only way we ever want to
round out our day.
thermalbad-zeurich.ch; baths
admission from CHF34, IrishRoman ritual CHF58.
CBE Concept Spa,
Lausanne

With its pristine backdrop of
powder-kissed mountains
and rolling vineyards, it’s no
wonder that Lausanne long
has been a healing getaway of
choice. For nearly a century,
this is where the world’s
well-to-do have gone for some
much-needed R&R. More
than a dozen health clinics,
rehabilitation facilities and
wellness centers dot the
surrounding area.
That doesn’t mean that
you should wait until it’s
time for a check-up to take
advantage of this region’s
therapeutic benefits though.
Instead, we’d suggest you
check-in to the ayurvedicoriented CBE Concept Spa
to ease all that stress away.
This sprawling 2,100-meteroasis in the elegant
Lausanne Palace & Spa is a
cocoon even more serene
than its surroundings. You
could easily idle the days
away here just drifting
between the terrace
overlooking Lake Geneva,
the indoor heated pool,
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Jacuzzi, therapeutic baths
and multiple varieties of
saunas. Thanks to the Yogi
Booster café, with its
virtuous selection of organic
smoothies, juices and
veg-heavy dishes—all
developed with the help of
an in-house naturopath, of
course—you might be
tempted never to leave.
While there, round out your
rejuvenation with a
detoxifying Abhyanga
treatment, where copious
amounts of herb-infused
oils are drizzled and
kneaded all over the body.
Just what the doctor
ordered. lausanne-palace.
com; day access to spa
facilities CHF95; 50-minute
Abhyanga Massage CHF150.
The Spa, Bern

When Hotel Schweizerhof,
reopened its doors after a
head-to-toe refurbishment a
couple of years ago, it offered
a new take on a stay in the
capital. In place of the old
stuffy baroque décor, the
hotel sported The Spa, a
sleek urban haven with
everything that the steady
influx of business travelers
and politicians need to
unwind fast. Make a beeline
from the train station
directly to this 500-squaremeter subterranean wonder
world and let the complete
relaxation begin.
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The Spa, a
sleek stop.

Start your journey by
sweating out the toxins in
the 85-degrees-Celsius
Finnish sauna. Follow all
that scorching dry heat with
a trip to the hammam, or
head straight for the
fountain of crushed ice for a
shock to hit your restart
button. After that jolt, plus
maybe a soak in the pamper
pool, indulge in a little

cross-cultural recuperation
with a Hanakasumi
treatment. Perfumed with
lotus and cherry blossoms,
this Japanese-inspired
ritual gently exfoliates the
body, paying extra attention
to travel-sore feet.
schweizerhof-bern.ch; day
access to spa facilities CHF68;
75-minute Hanakasumi
treatment CHF200. +
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Ornate interiors
at L+P Spa.

Enjoying the waters
at Thermalbad.

